Thermal Effects on CMMs
Under:s.tanding their causes can improve your I1f,ecision meesuremen: equipment efficiency.
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The co nfliet resulting from the movement
of coordinate measuring machines to the
shop floor and thermally induced measurement errors has led to a variety of claimed
solutions using mathematical compensation
techniques, thermally insensitive machine
components anil localized temperature eentrol methods. The best current method for
assessing the influence of temperature on
dImenSIonal measurement is specified by the
ANSI/ASME Standard B89.62
However, extensNB laboratory testing at
Brown & Sharpe and shop floor 'BKperience
with customers indicates that this method
can be enhanced to provide more realistic
estimates of shop floor accuracy degradation
thai. results from thermal influences. first, the
drift test evaluates the response of a CMM 1.0
its current environment, but does not proviae
B sensi ble way to rnake quantitative' predi cticns aboul instrument behaviQr in an un~nDwn, loosely specified environme nt like
thilt faund in most shops. Also, durinll an
actual drift lest, a real environment is unlike·
Iy 10 exhibit the full range afthermal behavior
allowed by a specification, only the overall
temperature range and a tew rates of
change. It is not easy for the u~imale user of
the CMM to verify how well the machine will
perform under a specified range of thermal
conditions. Second, the thermal response of
a CMM measuring a workpiece is highly
dependent on both the workpiece thermal
characteristics and the specific geometric
quantity being measured.
To beller address these concerns, Brown
& Sharpe is proposing a new testing; method
call the 'stimulated response" test To stimulate thermal effects in the CMM and work·
piece, the test uses a specific environmental
tem peratu re profile a s a fu nction of time to
gel typical shop floor results. By sta ndardizinll this prolile. it is possible to compare tile
resu Its from many different machines using
different eompe nsalion techniques 10 handle
temperatu re effects. Th II second feature of
the lest IS the lise of a s'mple anifact as II
su bstitute workpiec e, and to spe city the measurement sequence to be used. This elimi·
nates the ambiguity of the resu Its tram real
workpieces and allows sensible comparative
studies. The third feature is II single method of
analyzing and presenting measurement data
tl1at graphically gives II reafistic estimate of
dimensional measurement uncertainty due to
poor thermal environment
A common test methodology like this provides II means for quantitative comparison of
new technical approaches to control thermal
effects, including studies into new structural
materials, use of self-compensating stnretures and composites and thermal compen·
sation mathemalics.Awell-designed.e.asily
understood test will reduce confusion among
CMM users and can serve as a vehicle 10
clarify the practical consequences ofthermal
effects. 0
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